Our home is in Nottinghamshire, England, where Sherwood Forest has been the heart of folklore and tales throughout the ages. This is where we craft and develop the furniture that will become the backdrop to your own unique story.

At Charles Yorke we believe every piece of furniture should tell a story as unique as the home it lives in. That’s why our process always centres around you. Whether it’s creating a handcrafted kitchen or a bespoke, luxury bed, we want your furniture to be as individual as you are and made to suit your exact requirements. We want your experience with our furniture to be a memorable and enjoyable one, delivering exquisite results.

The journey starts with design; our team and global partners spend time listening to the specific wants, needs and inspirations behind your project to come up with proposals which not only meet your expectations, but exceed them. Once all the details are finalised we begin to bring the plans to life in our workshop. Working in harmony with nature, we select the finest material. Our craftsmen combine traditional cabinetmaking excellence with state-of-the-art technology to create furniture of breathtaking quality, finish and attention to detail.

In our workshop you’ll discover that details matter to us, that form and function work in unison – from personalised drawers to detailed worktop profiles, bespoke metalwork and engraving to individual door handles. You’ll see that whether it’s first designs or finishing touches, every step is carefully managed and passionately focused on bringing your vision to life exactly as you want it.

Here’s our story about bringing the beauty, craft and character of bespoke furniture into your home, transforming your living spaces into spaces for living where you and your family can write your own stories for generations to come.

WHAT MAKES OUR FURNITURE SO SPECIAL
Each material has its own story. A new chapter begins with life as a part of your home. It’s here you’ll enjoy all the beauty and character our natural materials have to offer.

Working in harmony with nature, we select only the finest materials from sustainable sources each unique in texture, finish and personality. We offer a rich variety, with each wood evoking an atmosphere of its own.

Even the wood we don’t use plays its part. Rather than being landfill, our wood waste fuels our biomass boiler. This generates heat for our premises, dries paints, and helps us achieve a low carbon footprint. We also choose water-based paints and lacquers in our efforts to care for the natural environment that produces the exceptional, primary materials that we love.
Quality is timeless. At Charles Yorke we share a mutual respect for the history of our materials as well as the traditional techniques we continue to adopt to create our bespoke, handcrafted furniture.

We are honoured to be recognised for our artistry and integrity by The Guild of Master Craftsmen. Whilst accreditation from the UK’s most established trade association may bring prestige, more importantly it provides you with the reassurance of the quality, skill and professionalism you will always enjoy in any furniture produced by our craftsmen.
DESIGNING YOUR PERFECT SPACE

Each story starts with you. You are the inspiration behind every design we make. Our team of experts work with you to understand your specific requirements, ensuring your vision is carefully brought to life exactly how you want it – you’ll discover that nothing is quite as special as when it is made just for you.

We believe beauty is more than an aesthetic. It comes from the delicate ridges as your finger follows the grain on our specially selected timber. It’s hidden in the subtest brush-strokes on a hand painted door. It’s in a room where every exquisite detail has been made to meet your mind’s desire.

Your furniture will tell a story and so our role is to transform your imagination into reality. Every character and detail may already be clear to you, or you may wish to find advice and guidance from our experienced designers. Either way, armed with your inspiration, we masterfully integrate traditional skills with forward thinking innovation so that you can enjoy originality, individuality and a design that conveys your very own definition of luxury.
Proposed Kitchen

Elevation A

Plan Elevation
During the design process we can talk through all the finer details of the design, from exact shelf positions through to material accents; like the bevelled mirror detail used here under the island breakfast bar.

Creating a feature on a main wall is great for impact. Contrasting colours, different heights, lighting or even book matched backsplashes like the marble featured in this kitchen can help you achieve the focal point you desire.

To make the most of your space and ensure the layout works best for you and your family, we will consider not only how you like to cook but how you will use the rest of the space as well; for relaxing, studying, entertaining or any other activities.

LIVE YOUR DREAM

Your vision can be your reality. Our team are here to make sure that what you want is exactly what you get. It starts with the design stage, creating the plan that captures your vision, concepts and aspirations. If we can dream it, we can create it! Our craftsmen will realise it, using traditional methodologies and the most up-to-date technologies. You'll be supported through every stage of the process, from beginning to end.

OUR STORY
Every thoughtfully placed joint, personalised engraving, bespoke design decision and expertly crafted detail is what makes your furniture a story of quality from beginning to beautiful end.

Care and attention counts in every last detail which is why we carefully select every artisan partner we work with. We only choose those whose passion for quality and expression in their craft mirrors that in which our heritage shows. Whether it’s a perfectly cut stone worktop or traditionally forged drawer handles, every element is essential to your story.

We delicately engrave our logo on our solid dovetailed drawers – a touch of pride and a lasting mark of quality. When it comes to the finishing touches, with Charles Yorke, last is certainly never least.
MATERIALS

The story you wish to create comes from the details you put into it. Effortlessly mixing materials such as leather, glass, mirror and fabric can enhance your space. Clever lighting can create a sense of drama throughout your room. Handles can change the narrative from classical to quirky. Materials and textures all display their own character, whilst colour opens a wealth of opportunity and options to you.

You can rest assured that the partners we select to work with us are as committed to quality as we are. Each has their own story of heritage, expertise and craftsmanship, tales that weave through the fabric of your furniture to create one of your own. With so many possibilities to change the details to suit, your furniture will always be as individual as you are.
PERSONALISATION

From the choice of materials to the finishing details, it’s the way you weave all the elements together that makes your furniture your own. We offer all kinds of extra personal touches from special chopping boards and cutlery drawers to specially designed storage for your all important possessions. A place for everything and everything in its place.

Some of our typical finishing touches include:
- Personalised Drawers
- Inscriptions
- Glazed Cabinets
- Chopping Blocks
- Cutlery & Utensil Dividers
- Spice Racks
- Wine Storage
- Vegetable Drawers
- Display Storage
- Worktop Bins
- Integrated Bins
- Pantries
- Key Cabinets
- Serving Trays
- Drino Cabinets
- Hidden Storage
FINISHING TOUCHES
As any good storyteller knows, it’s the details that bring the story to life. The same applies to our furniture; the finishing touches make the difference. That’s why we don’t limit you to a restricted choice of handles, but open up possibilities with collaborations across an extensive range of handle makers as well as offering many of our very own exclusive designs.

Colour is much more than a hue. Colour and emotion are inextricably bound. It adds character and evokes emotion. It can create the feeling of space and calm, warmth and cosiness or depth and drama. From using the beauty of natural timber, stained veneer or simply painted tones we will help you find the perfect colour palette for your furniture.
We can help you find floor and wall coverings to fit your lifestyle. One that meets the needs of your story, whether that’s as a hard-working place to handle the muddy paw prints of our four legged friends or to provide a luxurious, elegant feel for bare-footed weekend mornings. Materials, feel and style matter, as your floor is often the largest overlooked finishing touch you’ll make to your room.

The beauty in your worktop may be formed by millions of years of geological pressure, creating a unique and striking pattern in stone such as granite, travertine or even marble or perhaps you prefer the perfection of a man-made finish. Once you’ve found the materials that match your vision, it’s time to select the edge profile, like the decorative decadence of a waterfall profile edge or the striking simplicity of a rounded finish.
Our seating range features a variety of styles, including upholstery tailored to you. So whether it’s for catching up over a coffee or a space to enjoy a moment’s silence, we’ll make sure your seating feels perfectly at home in its surroundings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>FABRIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Kent 2.5m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Milan 1.25m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Scroll 2m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Montague 2.5m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Royal 2.5m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Orbit 1.25m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Noel 3.0m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Casa 2.0m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Aurora 2.25m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Reim 2.5m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Duke 2.5m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Elisse 2m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Theo 0.75m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Cube 1.0m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Veraa 1.0m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Queen Anne 1.0m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Jasmine 1.0m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Morgan 0.75m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The story doesn’t end when your beautifully crafted kitchen is complete. For you, this is when it comes to life – as part of yours.

We’ll be here to care for your kitchen too. We want to make sure your furniture is enjoyed for years to come and that is why after installation, as well as every year after that, we offer an additional commissioning service. Our commissioner spends a day at your home to ensure every hinge is working at its best, every drawer is realigned, any scratches corrected and more.

It’s also reassuring to know that your bespoke furniture comes with its own identification plaque with unique number. So, should you like to make any changes to your story in the years to come, additions and alterations are simple and straightforward.
Aromas of home, escaping from the oven. Friendships strengthening over freshly brewed coffee. Busy lives brought together across the table... Your kitchen is more than just a room. At Charles Yorke it's your heart and soul that we put into it, transforming your vision into an exceptional space that perfectly fits your style and your lifestyle. It's a place to create more of those beautiful moments that become lasting memories.
Contemporary

As with modern art, your interpretation tells its own story. So create your own bespoke style with the contemporary cues that suit your character; from ultra clean lines to colour blocking and statement features, then add clutter-free storage and smart lighting to finish.
The versatility of Valencia’s slab door style means a multitude of looks can be created to suit all tastes. In this kitchen the simple style allows the materials to take centre stage; Oak stained Elm Lava furniture is paired with vibrant worktops in Cosmic Black, creating a dramatic modern look.
Herringbone floor in Washed Oak provides the perfect platform to contrast the dark furniture and create impact. Mood lighting above the units and below the cabinetry, including under the breakfast bar, adds further drama and ambience to this open plan layout.
Diamond wine racks provide ample bottle storage as well as creating a beautiful feature for any kitchen.

Push-to-open drawers add to the clean lines of the design and make accessing storage even easier. Shown here in Oak with Alfred Grey stain, the solid drawer boxes organise and make sure the workspace is kept clutter-free.
Discreetly machined handle detail on doors maintain the handleless, clean look and simple lines of the Valencia J range. The white of the Blanco Zeus worktops in this kitchen, adds contrast to the dark painted doors whilst maintaining the clean aesthetic.
Mixing traditional cooking with contemporary styling can be achieved successfully, as shown here. The range cooker, with induction top, blends well into the clean and simple design of this kitchen setting.
The simple design of the Valencia-J makes the most out of this open plan space and keeps the look clean and clutter free. This kitchen combines painted furniture with accents of Oak stained Elm Lava and black glass backsplashes.
A hidden drawer behind single fronts means that function does not need to be sacrificed for aesthetics, like this hidden cutlery drawer with dividers.
In this Valencia-J kitchen, clean lines and hidden handle details create a neat and simple look for the kitchen area. Light painted tones and Yukon worktop, help to create the feeling of space and calm, whilst the central island adds contrast and warmth with its finish in Oak stained Elm Lava.
Bulkheads help to house ceiling extractors in rooms where there is not enough space in the ceiling void, like the one in this kitchen which mirrors the shape of the island.

Complementary furniture like this media cabinetry can be made to sit harmoniously alongside the kitchen furniture, creating flow between the different areas of open plan living.
The Rio-Valencia range combines hidden handle rail detail with push to open doors to create a clean and linear modern look. Shown here in a combination of painted and Oak stained grey furniture with contrasting white Corian worktops and black glass backsplashes.
The merging of dining and cooking can be seamless when combined together like this banquette seating wrapping around a circular table at the end of the island. The bulkhead above mirrors the shape created and when combined with lighting adds impact to the space.

A pop-up TV panel in the worktop keeps work surfaces clear but entertainment still close at hand.
The hidden handle rail detail of the Rio-Valencia range creates a sleek look, whilst the material can create impact as shown in this kitchen. Walnut furniture stained half strength Wenge and framed by Walnut with full strength Wenge stain, is complimented by an Eternal Emperador worktop for a statement look.
Clutter-free living can be achieved by keeping everything stored away within easy reach. The long island creates ample prep space as well as providing the main area for cooking. Appliances in Graphite Grey are housed amongst the tall units at an accessible height and close enough to the working space for easy access.
Pantries can incorporate all types of storage including jar racks, internal drawers and a special cold shelf with stone working section to keep items cool, as shown in this simple pantry.
Shaker

Style never goes out of fashion. The true beauty of a Shaker style kitchen lies in its timelessness and its versatility. This classic look can be adapted to your personal tastes with the finishing details, accessories and even lighting creating a more traditional or contemporary aesthetic.
Handleless Lyon mixes classic elements with contemporary style to create an elegant kitchen space. The design incorporates a layon style Lyon door with Charles Yorke’s hidden Madrid handle detail alongside push to open cabinets. In this simple kitchen setting, calming paint tones are used with an accent island finished in a limed wash Oak stained Steel Grey.
Unique Calacatta Quartz worktops lighten the look to this kitchen and provide a beautiful breakfast splash in the cooking area.

Lighting above the units and below the breakfast bar area creates ambience and is a perfect setting for entertaining friends.
The hidden handle detail helps to create cleaner lines and allows the focus to be on the finish of the island, in this case an Oak stained Steel Grey with limed wash.
The Lyon-J range, shown here, gives a more modern feel to a classic door. Keeping detail to a minimum, the handleless look is achieved through the hidden machined J-handle pull alongside push to open doors. In this open plan kitchen, muted tones of the factory painted furniture and the Lagoon worktops create a fresh and clean look.
Open plan living with all areas working in harmony; an island for entertaining incorporating a layered curved breakfast bar, a dining area for hosting and media wall to the bar end for relaxing.

Accents of Oak stained half strength Wenge, to contrast against the neutral tones of the painted furniture, are used on the breakfast bar top and on the drinks area shown here with wine cabinets and network wine storage around a central media area.
The simple Lyon door can be used in a layon style to create a classic look with a modern feel, like in this kitchen. The Calacatta Oro Marble worktop and book matched backsplash, together with accents of bronze mirror amongst the Walnut stained Wenge furniture, adds a touch of luxury to this sophisticated design.
Detail is important and can change the look of any kitchen. Here, vintage patina handles with chocolate leather centres, compliment the dark furniture and allow the striking book matched backsplash of Calacatta Oro Marble to take centre stage.
The framed Lyon combines a simple Shaker style door with narrow rails and flat frame to create a timeless look with a modern feel; perfectly shown here in a hand painted finish of cool tones alongside a Carrara Quartz worksop.
Darker paint tones to the base and tall units contrast with a lighter paint colour to the wall cabinets, helping to maintain a spacious feel to the kitchen area.

Lighting behind the frosted glass doors of the wall units, either side of the tiled backsplash, adds depth and interest to the main wall.
This Lyon framed kitchen incorporates a quirk detail to the frame creating a more classic look for the Lyon range.

Painting the island in a contrasting colour to the outer furniture can make it stand out before and ensure the colour can be subtly accentuated in the rest of the room.
The versatility of the Lyon door can be seen in this handsome kitchen. Made as a Lyon with flat framed detail, the dark tones of Oak stained Elm Lava to the outer furniture and Mineral Grey to the island, contrast against the White Fantasy Quartz worktops to create a striking look.
Fretwork behind glass doors offers a sculptural alternative to standard wine storage. Painted in a contrasting pearlescent colour to the outer furniture with a mirrored back panel, these wine cabinets make a striking feature within the kitchen.
Morelands

RANGE: LYON FRAMED

This Lyon kitchen gives a more classic feel to the Lyon range by combining its narrow rails with a single quirk detail to the frame. The look created is enhanced, in this kitchen, through the painted Oak finish of the furniture combined with the light worktops.
The painted Oak, part of our Natural shades finish, gives depth to the furniture and adds softness by allowing the beauty of the Oak grain to show through. Here, contrasting paint colours add interest to the room, whilst the chosen T-bar handles add the finishing touch.
The versatility of the Lyon door can be seen here again bringing elements of the traditional into a modern setting; hand painted furniture with a quirked detail to the frame and a traditional mantle over the hob combine with modern statement stools and pendant lighting.
Worktop space can be kept clutter free with organised storage, like this hidden coffee machine housed behind bi-fold doors. The hidden storage space features a pull-out shelf as well as small engraved drawer fronts to house each type of coffee.
The Lyon range can be designed to create a fresh, classic look with traditional features. The kitchen pictured here incorporates traditional elements such as a single quirked frame detail, a Belfast sink and multi-glazed cabinetry, as well as accents of natural Oak amongst the hand-painted furniture.
Circular banquette seating incorporated onto the end of the island provides the perfect space for entertaining whilst you cook. With a table designed to complement the furniture and fit neatly in the middle of the upholstered seating, the area becomes the focal point of the kitchen.
A classic look is achieved in this Lyon kitchen, combining the simple shaker door with a single quirked frame detail, interspersed with frosted glass cabinets. The light hand-painted colour of the outer furniture contrasts against the darker tones of the hand-painted island and the accents of Walnut throughout the kitchen.
Walnut is used as an accent feature in this kitchen on the mantle shelf, diamond wine rack, the islands feature Walnut HST as well as for the solid dovetailed drawer boxes.
This Lyon framed kitchen, with single quirked frame detail, combines a traditional look with a contemporary twist by mixing simplified traditional detailing in the cornice, pilasters and mantle with bold contrasts in the furniture finishes. Here, accents of Oak stained Wenge create a striking contrast against the pale hand painted tones of the furniture and the Bianca Carrara worktop.
Pull-out chopping boards with leather handles feature on the Oak stained Wenge island within easy reach of the prep area. A hidden bin is also conveniently integrated into the cabinet below for practicality.
The Wollaton range incorporates a traditional Shaker door in a wider rail width and a single quirked frame to create a more traditional feel. The kitchen featured here, uses pale colours and simple curved detailing accented by the dark granite worktops to create a fresh look.
The light painted tones of the furniture keep the kitchen space feeling open and contrast well with the granite worktops and solid Oak breakfast bar featured on the island.

A place for everything with this pantry, featuring tiered shelving for ease of seeing items at the back, jar racks to the back of doors, a marble cold shelf as well as engraved bread and cake drawers.
From the novels on our bookshelves to the styles in our kitchen, there’s a reason the classics remain so. Yet although the traditions may be time-honoured, that doesn’t mean we can’t improve upon them, implementing technological advancements to suit the story of modern living.
The Edwardian is another very versatile range. With its more classical door style, the narrow rails, combined with the flat frame pictured in this kitchen, create an elegant design and a truly timeless look. Shown here in muted hand painted tones with a Yukon worktop, the furniture evokes a calming environment to relax and entertain in.
The simple moulding detail on the rails of the Edwardian doors and drawer fronts are classically elegant. Here, the dovetailed solid Walnut drawer boxes offer a stunning contrast against the muted tones of the hand-painted furniture.
Based on the Edwardian range, the Stanmore Edwardian has been designed to create an instant visual impact to any open plan kitchen. Different levels to the design create a landscape for the furniture, whilst the painted tones contrasting with the American Black Walnut and Elm Burr centre panels, showcase the range’s elegant detailing.
The quarter cut granite, shown here in Irish Green, takes centre stage and is enhanced by the combination of simple painted furniture and the subtle tones of the American Black Walnut with Elm Burr centre panels.

The American Black Walnut circular dining table, shown here, was designed to complement the kitchen furniture. Inlaid with Elm burr and granite to match the backsplash, the striking top completes the look of the feature table.
Winchester

RANGE: FLORENTINE FRAMED

With elements influenced by the early Arts and Crafts movement, the Florentine range uses softer detailing and a single quirked frame to create a classic looking kitchen. In this kitchen, light hand painted tones alongside a Bianca Carrara worktop, enhances the beauty of the range and creates a calm and spacious feel.
Function and aesthetic can work in harmony. For example, Oak chopping block with Charles Yorke’s leather bow handles, are incorporated into this kitchen design, offering not only a useful purpose but beautiful detail to the furniture.
The Darwin uses a classically detailed door with flat frames and slab-top drawer fronts to create a fresh take on a traditional look. In this factory painted kitchen, the Darwin incorporates curved cabinets on a feature island which are accentuated by the Nero Assoluto worktops.
In this hard-working kitchen, the island forms the main prep area which in turn becomes the kitchen’s main feature, shown here with the incorporation of a shaped butchers block integrated into the worktop above the circular end cabinets.
The elegant design of the Englemere door with its simple beading and single quirked frame creates a truly classical style. Shown here combining a mix of muted tones on the hand painted furniture alongside light worktops, the kitchen evokes a sense of calm and understated luxury.
Beyond the large island is the family area of the room where complimentary media furniture is designed to sit harmoniously alongside that of the kitchen.
Home. One little word that means so much and holds a unique meaning for each of us. Perhaps you find it curled up with a book by an open fire or in a music-filled room bursting with friends and family. Maybe it’s the morning sunlight streaming through your bedroom window or just five more minutes in a warm, bubbly bath. Most likely, it’s a mix of many possibilities. Whether you’re relaxing or entertaining, at Charles Yorke, we believe your furniture should be designed with your individual sense of home in mind. That’s how we bring your living spaces to life.
LIVING

- Bedrooms
- Vanity Units
- Wall Panelling
- Window Seating
- Storage
- Studies
- TV Walls
- Boot Rooms & Utilities
- Drinks Storage
Bedrooms

Whether it is fitted wardrobes or freestanding furniture to sit elegantly in your bedroom, we can design and create furniture to suit your exact requirements. From classic styles like the Wollaton Shaker shown here, to the contemporary, we can create the perfect look for your personal space.
To maximise the use of heights inside wardrobes and still have hanging within easy reach, pull down wardrobes provide the perfect solution, like the one pictured here as part of the Lyon Multi-panel range.
The drawers in the linen Lincoln dressing room have wooden dividers for organisation and are visible through the glass worktop so items can be seen at a glance.

For a more luxurious look, bespoke headboards can be designed to frame the bed areas. In this bedroom, mirrored panels feature either side of an upholstered headboard above contemporary Valencia style bedside.
Fitted wardrobes can be designed without doors for ease of access in dressing rooms. Various types of storage such as drawers and shoe shelves can help to organise clothes and accessories, whilst lighting can help to highlight certain areas as well create a beautiful ambiance.
Dressing areas can include not only wardrobes but can also incorporate dressing tables and seating. The Lyon wardrobes pictured here show how seamlessly these areas can be incorporated into the design.
Organise internals in order to maximise storage space. Angled shoe shelves provide just that: a beautiful way to display and organise your shoe collection.
Bathroom furniture is equally as important as bedroom furniture and should be equally as beautiful. Whether you are wanting a simple floating cabinet with a sink or a classic vanity unit like the one pictured here with matching mirror, your bathroom can be the tranquil oasis you dream of.
U-shaped drawers wrap around plumbing from sinks and can be sectioned with wooden dividers for organising, utilising the space available to maximum effect.

Lighting can create ambiance and atmosphere to a bathroom. In this example, LED lighting is used below the units as well as in the display areas to highlight storage and accent furniture.
Wall Panelling can encompass everything from a traditional panelled look to something that could be considered as a work of art, like the fretwork pictured in this entrance hall. Whatever you have in mind, our designers can create panelling that is unique and special to you and which, in turn, creates a space to be proud of.
Fretwork detailing can be applied to walls, room dividers or even doors like the ones on these coat cupboards pictured above with antique mirror centre panels.
Window Seating

Window seating can provide a beautiful space to relax in and read or simply enjoy the views. They can be designed to complement the other furniture in the room or stand out in their own right through their colour finish or even their upholstery.
To make full use of the space available, storage can be incorporated into the design of the window seat: through open book or display shelves either side, or drawers and cupboards below the seating area.
Storage

Storage can be as diverse as you wish. Whether you want to hide away all the non-essential items, display your much loved books and treasured objects, make the most of limited space or even just to create a beautiful piece of statement furniture like this room divider shelving pictured, your options are endless.
A mirror paired with a shallow console table, as with the one pictured, not only creates a beautiful feature but reflects light and makes the space feel larger.

For glazed areas, contrasting materials can create impact and draw in tones from other elements of the room.
LIVING SPACES

STORAGE
Whether it is furniture for a designated room or a single desk, we can create the perfect study environment to cater for your needs. We can design the furniture to suit all styles, from the very traditional with panelled doors, through to the simplicity of the contemporary, like the Oak stained Midnight Black bookcase pictured in this study.
For a minimal look and clean lines, push-to-open doors disguised as panels can be used for cupboards.
TV Walls and media cabinets can be designed to create impact or to become part of the room architecture and blend into their environment. The TV furniture pictured is finished in the same colour as the wall whilst special fabric coverings are used at the back of the open display sections to soften the look.
The material wrapped doors on this standalone media cabinet serve as a means of ventilation for media equipment as well as an aesthetic feature.

This Walnut stained half strength Wenge media unit with staggered shelving incorporates a protruding display area in a bright contrasting colour to create a bold and unique feature.
Here paneling and hidden cabinets are built high into the eaves to create a sleek, contemporary wall of furniture around the TV.
Boot rooms, utilities and laundry rooms are incredibly useful additions to any home. They can match the kitchen furniture or complement, utilising a more simplified style for practical purposes. In this Oak boot room area, shoes and coats can be taken off and stored in a beautifully organised way.
Seating can be incorporated between units to create an area to sit and take shoes off as well as provide hat and coat storage above.
Slatted shelving, airing arms and maid’s pulleys are just some of the useful elements that can be incorporated into your utility or laundry room.
Drinks Storage

Whether for displaying your favourite drinks, storing them safely away or creating a bar area for entertaining, we can design the perfect furniture for you. Lighting, angled shelves and wine cabinet appliances can all be incorporated to create the perfect environment.
Special angled shelves with V-shaped sections to store bottles can create a beautiful feature when combined with lighting and stone back panels.
WITH THANKS

Each Charles Yorke project is designed and made uniquely for all of our clients. The rooms featured in this book belong to a selection of them. We would like to thank all of them for welcoming us into their homes and for allowing us to share their furniture with everyone.

This Book of Furniture would not have been possible without the inspiration we get from our clients and the assistance of our design partners, as well as other specialist manufacturers, craftsmen and women. For this we thank them.